
40-minute dance workout
40-minute hatha yoga
10-min yoga nidra and
visualization

RED THREAD CIRCLE
socialize ,  shower ,  lunch

4-hour Intentional Creativity 
 painting session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
1 collage build

60-minute sharing
walking museum and circle of
shares

with Michelle Bernard

liveaboveordinary.comL E A R N  MO R E

Daytime Disco
Hatha Yoga and Meditation

60-minute hatha yoga
10-min yoga nidra and
visualization

RED THREAD CIRCLE
socialize ,  shower ,  lunch

4-hour Intentional Creativity
painting session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
3 line drawings for collage or
group mural

60-minute sharing
walking museum 
and 
circle 
of 
shares

sessions
Journal  |  Art  |  Movem

ent
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Daytime Discosessions
Journal  |  Art  |  Movem

ent

OPTIONS FOR:

1-2 day event
day 1
40-minute dance workout
40-minute hatha yoga
10-min yoga nidra and visualization

RED THREAD CIRCLE with journal
socialize ,  shower ,  lunch

4-hour Intentional Creativity painting
session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
1 collage build

day 2
45-minute hatha yoga and meditation
RED THREAD CIRCLE 
4-hour IC painting
5-minute dance breaks
1 journaling session

60-minute sharing
walking museum 
and circle of shares

half-day event (5.5-6 hours)

20-minute dance workout
20-minute hatha yoga
15-min yoga nidra and
visualization and meditation

RED THREAD CIRCLE with journal
socialize ,  shower ,  lunch or nutrious
boost

3-hour Intentional Creativity
painting session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
1 collage build

60-minute sharing
walking museum 
and circle of shares

3.5-hour event
 

20-minute dance workout
10-minute hatha yoga
10-minute  visualization

RED THREAD CIRCLE with journal
 

socialize ,  nutritious boost 
 

90-minute Intentional Creativity 
painting session

with
5-minute dance breaks

1 journal sessions
 

30-minute sharing
walking museum and circle of shares

 
 

http://www.liveaboveordinary.com/


sessions
Journal  |  Art  |  Movem

ent

OPTIONS FOR:

liveaboveordinary.comL E A R N  MO R E

Hatha Yoga and Meditation1-2 day event
day 1
60-minute hatha yoga
10-min yoga nidra and visualization
5-minute meditation
25-minute journaling

RED THREAD CIRCLE

socialize ,  shower ,  lunch

4-hour Intentional Creativity painting
session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
3 collage line-drawings 

day 2
45-minute hatha yoga and meditation
RED THREAD CIRCLE 
4-hour IC painting
5-minute dance breaks
1 journaling session

60-minute sharing
walking museum 
and circle of shares

3.5-hour event
 

30-minute hatha yoga
10-min  visualization

RED THREAD CIRCLE with journal
 

socialize ,  nutritious boost 
 

90-minute Intentional Creativity 
painting session

with
5-minute dance breaks

1 journal sessions
30-minute sharing

walking museum and circle of shares
 
 

half-day event (5.5-6 hours)

40-minute hatha yoga
15-min yoga nidra and
visualization and meditation

RED THREAD CIRCLE with journal

socialize ,  shower ,  lunch or nutrious
boost

3-hour Intentional Creativity
painting session
with
5-minute dance breaks
2 journal sessions
1 collage build

60-minute sharing
walking museum 
and circle of shares

M
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ARTIST STATEMENT

I ’m an author ,  wellness consultant ,  educator ,  and artist .

In my practice spanning painting ,  clay works ,  film ,  and movement ,  my
three-dimensional artworks seek to express the subconscious imprints of
female-identifying subjects . I'm inspired to create works that either
explore the history of the "feminine" or imagine the future .

I achieve three-dimensionality in my painted works by adding found
objects and collage or layering papers with molding paste before
applying paint .

My work maintains a humorous ,  fantastical quality that gives buoyancy
to unconventional imagery .

I began my visual art career as a potter and jewelry designer . I moved
from New York City to Florida months before the pandemic . Without a
pottery studio ,  I documented my poetry in film and with paint . 

For years I experimented with painting without formal training ,  however
in 2021 I chose to study with Shiloh Sophia to learn her compelling
Intentional Creativity process . The Intentional Creativity process is a
form of meta-cognitive painting with mindful mark-making .
It allows me to gain access to inspiration beyond my ego-mind .

The Intentional Creativity painting process begins with ceremony 
and meditation ,  during which an intention for the work arises . 
I imbue the canvas with this intention which marks the invitation 
to co-create . 

I listen to the painting then journal . The inquiries 
from my journal christen each stroke of paint . 
A harmonious dance between the subconscious 
and superconscious areas of mind anchors 
my work . I'm able to compose through 
this ongoing meditation ,  a conscious dance 
with my subconsciousness and superconsciousness 
that delivers inspiration ,  story ,  
and ultimately ,  form . 

liveaboveordinary.com

http://www.liveaboveordinary.com/


Michelle Bernard is an educator ,  wellness consultant ,  author ,  and artist .

Michelle Bernard's paintings have been exhibited in the Musea Intentional
Creativity Museum . Her clay works have been displayed and sold in various
art shows and exhibitions in New York City . 

Michelle currently supports humans who think it's groovy to be strong ,
spirited ,  and wild with personal fitness training as well as J.A.M. Sessions
(Journal Art & Movement) and WiLD journaling programs . 

Born in Iowa ,  she's lived in the cities of her dreams ,  Chicago ,  Los Angeles ,  
Osaka ,  Japan ,  and Manhattan; pursuing stages and wellness ,  performing as a
singer and poet as well as teaching fitness and yoga programs to children ,
adults ,  and seniors . 

She was awarded a NYC teaching fellowship for her Master's degree in
Education and established the Theatre Arts department at 754X ,  a Bronx high
school for students with special needs . 

She also developed the curriculum for Creative Movement for Enlightened
Minds and Stand in Your Light ,  her yoga and drama youth programs ,
respectively ,  for CUNY in the Heights in Manhattan . 

Her devotional yoga curriculum at Amsterdam Day Program in Manhattan
used chair dancing ,  hatha yoga ,  and active imagination to help seniors
breathe deeper ,  move with joy ,  and recall satisfying memories .

paint
   clay   film   movement  

Artist BIO



paint
   clay   film   movement  

Artist BIO

Michelle Bernard wrote her first book ,  LEAN HAPPY HEALTHY YOU—8
healthy habits for her happy life ,  after training clients for over 20
years in Los Angeles and New York City . 

Her newest book about creative visualization through journaling ,
BEYOND WORDS--FINDING FULFILLMENT BETWEEN THE LINES , grew out
of the healing and wisdom she's garnered through journaling every day .
The book is also speckled with the poetry born from her journals .

Her upcoming book ,  due in late 2022 ,  will feature poetry ,  prose ,  and
paintings that chronicle her life as a curious & observant human in
relationship .

When Michelle isn't sculpting bodies or painting curiosities ,  
you can find her in a European-style cafe with her journal . Meet her
there . Tell her your stories over a coffee—or seven .

Michelle plays the tennis channel all day ,  soaks in salt baths at night ,
and adores stepping out into sunny Mondays (which she does weekly
since moving to Florida in 2019). 

Making muscles ,  meaning ,  and a strong cup of
coffee are most fulfilling .

Free COMMUNITY offerings on her website with
opportunities to exercise ,  journal ,  and meditate
for wellness . 

Learn more about J.A.M. sessions , dreamscaping
workshops with WiLD journaling ,  Intentional
Creativity painting ,  Hatha yoga ,  
and enlivened exercise .
www.liveaboveordinary.com

PORTALHEAD ,  acrylic & collage 
28x22
June 2022
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